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Abstract—This paper presents a high-accuracy online calibration method for the absolute extrinsic parameters of a stereovision system that is suited for far-distance, vision-based vehicle applications. The method uses as prior knowledge the intrinsic parameters and the relative extrinsic parameters (relative position and orientation) of the two cameras, which are calibrated using offline procedures. These parameters remain unchanged if the two cameras are mounted on a rigid frame (stereo rig). The absolute extrinsic parameters define the position and orientation of the stereo system relative to a world coordinate system. They must be calibrated every time after mounting the stereo rig in the vehicle and are subject to changes due to static load factors for the used car setup. The proposed method is able to perform online the estimation of the absolute extrinsic parameters by driving the car on a flat and straight road, parallel with the longitudinal lane markers. The edge points of the longitudinal lane markers are extracted after a 2-D image classification process and reconstructed by stereovision in the stereo-rig coordinate system. After filtering out the noisy 3-D points, the normal vectors of the world coordinate system axes are estimated in the stereo-rig coordinate system by 3-D data fitting. The output of the method is the height and the orientation of the stereo cameras that are relative to the world coordinate system.

Index Terms—Computational geometry, online camera calibration, real-time systems, stereovision, vanishing point.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vision-based sensors are gaining greater importance over active sensors (radars, laser scanners, etc.) in the field of driving-assistance systems due to their decreasing costs and increasing hardware processing capabilities. Moreover, a task such as lane detection is one of the exclusive privileges of computer vision.

The measuring capabilities of vision sensors with monocular cameras are reduced because corresponding methods are relying on some prior knowledge of the scene (such as flat road assumption and constant pitch angle), which cannot be always fulfilled in real scenarios. However, a full 3-D reconstruction of the driving environment is possible when using a stereovision system.

In the second case, the quality of the reconstruction is strictly dependent on the estimation (calibration) accuracy of the following parameters:

- **Internal parameters of the stereo system:** intrinsic parameters (focal length and the principal point positions) and relative position and orientation of the two cameras (relative extrinsic parameters);
- **Absolute extrinsic parameters of the stereo system:** position and orientation of the stereo rig (usually the left camera coordinate system) relative to a world coordinate system in which the measurements are reported.

The quality of the internal parameters influences the accuracy of the essential and fundamental matrix and, consequently, the position of the epipolar lines [1], which is essential in the stereo correlation process. Wrong estimation of these parameters can lead to a lack of correlated points or to false correlations, which is disastrous to the whole stereo reconstruction process. The quality of the absolute extrinsic parameters is linked only to the accuracy of the 3-D measurements relative to the world coordinate system.

Section II discusses the various calibration strategies that were published in the literature and makes a brief introduction of the proposed method—the stereo setup—and its importance for other stereovision techniques. In Section III, we present the importance of precise estimation of the extrinsic parameters and the propagation of errors in the process of 3-D reconstruction. In this context, we identify the most critical parameters and set them as the primary goal of our algorithm. In Section IV, we introduce a short description of the algorithm along with some prior constraints, which make the subject of a suitable environment. Our strategy is based on detecting longitudinal lane-marking points, which are further used in a robust 3-D data fitting for extraction of high-precision extrinsic parameters. Section V describes the algorithm that is used to classify lane-marking points from 2-D images, whereas Section VI deals with parameter estimation based on 3-D information. Section VII presents the experimental results, and the conclusion is presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Regarding the intrinsic parameter calibration, there are many general-purpose methods found in the literature [2]–[5], which
can be applied offline. Most of them estimate the parameters by minimizing the projection errors of a set of control points from a calibration object/pattern, with known structure, against the detected 2-D images of the same control points. Multiple views of the calibration object are taken, and the accuracy of the results usually increases with the total number of considered control points. The Bouguet method implemented in the Caltech Camera Calibration Toolbox [5] also has the possibility to estimate the relative extrinsic parameters of a stereovision system. Moreover, other integrated stereo vision systems [6], [7] are delivered with offline calibration tools that are able to estimate the internal parameters of the stereo system.

Regarding the absolute extrinsic parameters estimation, the existing methods can be grouped in two categories—offline methods and online methods.

For the offline methods, the principle is the same: minimizing the projection error of some 3-D control points with known positions in the world coordinate system (measurement coordinate system). Therefore, all the absolute extrinsic parameters can be estimated (the rotation matrix and the translation vector [1]). Some general-purpose methods [5], [8] use the same calibration object as for the intrinsic parameters estimation. Such an approach is suited only for near-range applications (e.g., indoor visual navigation of robots). Dedicated methods for vision-based driving assistance systems use painted markers or calibration objects in known positions on a flat road surface, as in [9], [10], and [17]. Because the markers are placed in a large depth range, the obtained accuracy for far-range detection is higher compared to the general-purpose methods.

Regarding the online methods, a dedicated calibration object with known geometry is no longer available. Nevertheless, some prior knowledge about the calibration scene structure must be known in advance. The most facile approach is the usage of a planar road surface with some painted markers. The absence of a calibration object limits the number of detected usage of a planar road surface with some painted markers. The most facile approach is the usage of a planar road surface with some painted markers. The absence of a calibration object limits the number of detected usage of a planar road surface with some painted markers.

The purpose of a vision-based vehicle application is to perform the reconstruction in a world coordinate system [referred as the world reference frame (WRF)]. To do that, the rotation matrix and the translation vector of the left camera \((R_{C_{\text{left}}}^L, T_{C_{\text{left}}})\) with respect to the WRF, have to be determined. Furthermore, using the relative extrinsic parameters \((T_{\text{rel}}, R_{\text{rel}})\), right camera position and orientation can be calculated from the left camera, thus obtaining the complete calibration of the stereovision system’s absolute extrinsic parameters, i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
C & = C_{\text{left}} + R_{C_{\text{left}}}^T \cdot T_{\text{rel}} \\
C & = R_{C_{\text{left}}}^T \cdot R_{\text{rel}}.
\end{align*}
\]
When the rig is mounted into the car, it has a dedicated mounting position and orientation, which will be the same, with very small changes, even if the rig is repeatedly mounted or unmounted. We also consider that the cameras are tightly fixed on the rig, and their relative position and orientation will not change, if not specifically wanted. The position of the left camera (CRF) in the WRF is defined as the translation vector 
\[
T_{left}^{C} = [T_{CX}, T_{CY}, T_{CZ}]^T.
\]
Its estimation errors have a proportional error in the reconstructed 3-D coordinates, being independent of the position in space for the reconstructed points.

The lateral offset \(T_{CX}\) has a relative meaning to the car longitudinal axis; the longitudinal offset \(T_{CZ}\) has a relative meaning to the car front wheel axis. Both parameters can be measured (with errors of a few centimeters) or estimated (using the offline calibration procedure), and there is no need to estimate them online because they insignificantly suffer over time due to possible changes in the orientation of the ego car related to the ground plane.

The only remaining problem to be solved is the estimation of the rotation matrix \(R_{left}^{C}\) of the CRF as well as its height \(T_{CY}\), which is highly dependent on the carload.

In the case of the three angles (pitch, yaw, and roll) characterizing the camera orientation, the estimation errors are propagating in the reconstruction of the 3-D coordinates in a linear high slope or exponential manner. Table I briefly presents several simulation results that we have obtained on this matter.

The reconstruction error for a 3-D point at 60-m depth is insignificant for lateral offset, critical (about 1 m for a 1° pitch error) for height, and smaller for depth (about 0.5 m for a 1° pitch error).

The influence of the estimated yaw angle error on the reconstructed coordinates for the same 3-D point at 60-m depth is critical for lateral offset (about 1 m for a 1° yaw error), insignificant for height, and smaller for depth (about 0.5 m for a 1° yaw error).

Finally, roll angle errors have a small effect on the lateral offset (about 4 cm for a 1° roll error) and height (about 1.5 cm for a 1° roll error) of a point situated at 60-m depth, and an insignificant effect on depth.

The influence of the absolute extrinsic parameters error on the camera position and orientation, relative to the road-related world coordinate system, could be synthesized in Table II.

If only the detection of the free space in front of the ego car (depth) is required, the online pitch angle estimation would be enough. However, we are interested in the complete 3-D reconstruction of the driving environment with high accuracy. Therefore, we must take into account the influence of the other two car angles—the yaw angle and the roll angle.

### IV. OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD

The proposed solution is based on the 3-D coordinates of reconstructed points (in CRF) from lane markings’ edges that are painted on the road surface. This method requires neither calibration objects with a known structure nor calibration patterns, but it does require a suitable environment respecting the following constraints.

- There must be a flat road surface with no curvature or inclination.
- There must be the presence of clear longitudinal lane markings on each side of the car and no other objects on the road with edges parallel to those of lane markings.
- The longitudinal axis of the car should be parallel with the road longitudinal axis as well as with the lane markings all the time (no change in car’s moving direction is allowed).
- For better results, it is recommended to have continuous lane markings, slow speed, and (as much as possible) a canonical placement of the cameras on the rig and small values for yaw and roll angles of the left camera related to road plane.

The purpose of our method is only for the initial estimation of the extrinsic parameters (considering that the intrinsic and relative extrinsic parameters do not change) whenever these suffer from changes of the carload or repeated mounts and unmounts of the stereo rig. Therefore, the driver is released...
from the burden of performing an offline calibration, which requires special calibration fields and objects.

The environmental constraints required by the currently proposed method are easily found on a highway or uncrowded urban roads. As the algorithm requires only 4 ms for each frame, it can continuously run without affecting too much the overall processing time of other stereovision processes (lane/object detection, pedestrian recognition). Whenever a patch of road satisfying the above constraints is met, the extrinsic parameters are automatically refined. Further dynamic variations of the orientation and position expressed in a lane-related world coordinate system can be estimated by using specialized lane detection algorithms [15].

The online calibration process is performed along a fixed number of consecutive pairs of images, captured while driving the car. For each pair, two major steps are applied.

- The first step consists of extracting the current lane markings’ edge points. The only important edges are those that are parallel with the longitudinal axis of the road; therefore, each lane marking has only two useful edges.
- The second step takes as input the 3-D coordinates of the previously classified edge points, reconstructed in the CRF using a fast and high-accuracy stereo reconstruction algorithm [14]. The output will be the rotation matrix \( R_{\text{CY}} \) and the height \( T_{\text{CY}} \) of the CRF that is related to the WRF.

Even if both steps independently work, each of them imposes specific constraints combined with tracking of the selected lane-marking points. Although the first step is based only on 2-D information, its output is further exploited using stereo information in the second step. Such a combination allows us to obtain an increased accuracy in results.

V. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ROAD MARKING POINTS

Many algorithms have as purpose the extraction of road features or tracking of the lane boundaries.

A robust method for detecting road features is introduced in [20]. It is based on the presence of planar horizontal edges situated on the road surface and some prior knowledge about the vanishing line of the road plane. In our case, we are interested in extracting only longitudinal markings, which appear as oblique edges when projected in a 2-D image.

Extraction of lane markers based on steerable filters [23] is also a reliable approach, particularly when combined with template matching and Kalman filtering techniques, to increase the detection range and solve the problem of occlusions.

Other methods that are able to detect a road/navigable area from an image, based on probabilistic reasoning, are introduced in [21] and [24]. Probabilistic reasoning is also used in [22] for tracking lane markers. These methods have a satisfactory behavior even for difficult scenarios (e.g., merging/splitting lanes, lane curvature). On the other hand, they suffer from increased processing time, which does not make them suitable for the purposes of this paper.

Moreover, a robust behavior in difficult scenarios is not subject to our needs, as we are interested in a high-accuracy calibration, which is possible only in the presence of planar road surface with parallel longitudinal lane markings and no curvature. For such scenarios, we propose a fast classification algorithm, in which road features are searched only through a 2-D analysis on the left image. Parallel longitudinal lane-marking edges are searched as pairs of segments respecting the following constraints.

1) There is a limited distance among them (which increases as the vertical position drops in the image).
2) A similar intensity difference is encountered between the inner-bright and outer-dark sides.
3) The edges are situated below the vanishing point.
4) Their extensions intersect the vanishing point.

For the last two constraints, the vanishing point position is determined using an initial vanishing point estimation method followed by a vanishing point position tracking throughout the pairs of captured images. The initial estimation is also used as a means to reinitialize the tracking procedure whenever the vanishing point tracking fails.

A. Initial Vanishing Point Estimation

The lines containing segments that are filtered with respect to the first two constraints are plotted on two interlaced grids. Each grid is formed by similar squared cells of size equal to the permitted error in estimating the vanishing point position (Fig. 1). Each cell has an associated value (initialized with 0), which is incremented with the length of any segment (without the extension part) that passes through it. Finally, the cells that have the maximum values in the two grids, as well as the cells that have values equal or between the two maximum values, are selected, and their center of weight is returned as an approximation of the vanishing point position. The two maximum values must have neighboring positions; otherwise, the vanishing point is not validated, and the entire calibration process is aborted in the current frame.

The reason for using two interlaced grids is only to eliminate the uncertainty that might appear in case two cells of the same grid encounter similar values.
The area covered by the grids should represent the searching area for the vanishing point.

The relative position between the grids was chosen such that the center of a cell in one grid should intersect a node in the other grid.

B. Vanishing Point Tracking

Once we know the vanishing point position, it can be used as an extra constraint for the returned lane-marking segments, as their extensions must be passing close to it (Fig. 2).

In the end of the whole feature selection algorithm, the segments that are classified as lane markings’ edges are known, and their equations in the image plane are used to determine the vanishing point position for the next frame as their intersection (Fig. 2), i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_{vp} &= \text{slope}_1 \cdot y_{vp} + \text{offset}_1 \\
  \vdots \\
  x_{vp} &= \text{slope}_n \cdot y_{vp} + \text{offset}_n
\end{align*}
\]

where \((x_{vp}, y_{vp})\) is the predicted vanishing point position in the next frame, and \(\text{slope}_n\) and \(\text{offset}_n\) are parameters describing the \(n\)th segment equation.

Applying least squares, we obtain \((x_{vp}, y_{vp})\) as the point having the minimum sum of the squared distances to every line containing lane markings’ segments.

In case the distance between the new and current vanishing points is greater than the cell dimension, the tracking procedure is invalidated, and the initial vanishing point estimation is applied for the next frame.

C. Selection of the Proper Lane Markings

Normally, all lane markings can be used in the calibration process; however, for accuracy reasons, we selected only those belonging to the current lane. Considering that the stereo system is forward oriented, current lane markings will appear by the two sides of the vertical line that passes through the vanishing point. They are selected by their orientations, considering the vertical line as reference and the positive angles counterclockwise (Fig. 3).

- The right current lane markings are found having the minimum positive angles.
- The left current lane markings are found having the maximum negative angles.

The angles found for the current lane are tracked from frame to frame using a polar histogram (Fig. 4) containing the results from a certain number of previous frames. In case the markings from one side of the current lane are lost, nothing is returned for that frame.

Finally, we perform a supplementary filtering to eliminate the eventually false mark elements that respected all the conditions imposed until now. We assume that there is a single pair of markings on both lane sides; therefore, we select only the segments that respect this condition according to their strength and length (Fig. 5).

VI. Estimation of the Absolute Extrinsic Parameters

All the points of each segment that are classified as belonging to the current lane markings are further reconstructed in the
CRF, and their 3-D coordinates are used in the process of estimating the rotation matrix \( R_C^{\text{left}} \) and height \( T_{CY} \).

We will further consider that the axes of the WRF are \( OX_W \), \( OY_W \), and \( OZ_W \), and the axes of the CRF are \( OX_C \), \( OY_C \), and \( OZ_C \) (Fig. 6).

Given a point position in the CRF, described by vector \( P_C \), its position in the WRF will be given by vector \( P_W \) according to the following formula:

\[
P_W = R_C^{\text{left}} \cdot P_C + T_C^{\text{left}}.
\] (3)

The \( T_{CX} \) and \( T_{CZ} \) components of the \( T_C^{\text{left}} \) vector are considered to be known (they can be measured or estimated); therefore, it only remains to estimate \( R_C^{\text{left}} \) and \( T_{CY} \), where

\[
R_C^{\text{left}} = \begin{bmatrix} OX_W^T & OY_W^T & OZ_W^T \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

and \( OX_W \), \( OY_W \), and \( OZ_W \) are the normalized vectors corresponding to the WRF axes in the CRF (Fig. 7). To have a better view, the normalized vectors of the WRF were translated into Fig. 7 in the center of the CRF. This process does not affect the rotation matrix.

The problem of computing \( R_C^{\text{left}} \) (4) is reduced to estimating only \( OY_W \) and \( OZ_W \) because \( OX_W \) is the cross product of the first two, i.e.,

\[
OX_W = OY_W \times OZ_W.
\] (5)

As the car is driven parallel with the lane markings, their 3-D reconstructed edges in the CRF should be parallel with the \( OZ_W \) axis; therefore, its orientation can be obtained simply by estimating the normalized direction of any of the edges. To obtain a robust result, we calculated the average orientation of all reconstructed edges.

The 3-D orientation of an edge can be calculated from its projections on planes \( XCOZ_C \) and \( YCOZ_C \) (Fig. 8). Each edge is represented by a set of \( n \) reconstructed points in the CRF. Their projections on \( XCOZ_C \) and \( YCOZ_C \) are constrained by the following set of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_{XOZ} \cdot Z_1 + b_{XOZ} &= X_1 \\
    a_{YOZ} \cdot Z_1 + b_{YOZ} &= Y_1 \\
    \vdots & \vdots \\
    a_{XOZ} \cdot Z_n + b_{XOZ} &= X_n \\
    a_{YOZ} \cdot Z_n + b_{YOZ} &= Y_n
\end{align*}
\] (6)

where \( \mathbf{P}_k^C = [X_k \ Y_k \ Z_k]^T \). Initially, we filter out points having depth and lateral offsets outside of a given range [outside our space of interest (SOI) [16]]. Afterward, we interpolate the remaining points through a weighted least squares process that is applied on (6), where \( a_{XOZ}, b_{XOZ}, a_{YOZ}, \) and \( b_{YOZ} \) are the unknowns. Finally, the 3-D orientation of the edge is obtained as the vector in (7), shown at the bottom of the page.

The weight associated to each point is inversely proportional with its reconstruction error and respects the following formula:

\[
\text{Weight}_k = \max W - \frac{\max W - \min W}{\max E} \cdot \text{Error}_k
\] (8)

where weights are in the range \( \min W \) to \( \max W \), \( \max E \) is the maximum reconstruction error allowed (points with greater errors are removed), and \( \text{Error}_k \) is the estimated reconstruction error.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \frac{a_{XOZ}}{\sqrt{a_{XOZ}^2 + a_{YOZ}^2}} & \frac{a_{YOZ}}{\sqrt{a_{XOZ}^2 + a_{YOZ}^2}} + 1 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{a_{XOZ}^2 + a_{YOZ}^2} + 1}
\end{bmatrix}^T
\] (7)
Fig. 8. Projection of lane-marking segments on planes $X_COZ_C$ and $Y_COZ_C$. Each reconstructed segment should have identical orientation as the $OZ_W$ axis.

Fig. 9. Similarity between reconstruction errors for a horizontal plane of points situated at 10-m height, when using (black) canonical camera configuration and (gray) general camera configuration.

error for the current point. Considering the case of a canonical stereo system, it is possible to derive a formula that estimates the reconstruction error in the CRF by simply knowing the correlation error $\Delta c$, the focal distance $f$, and the baseline $b$, i.e.,

$$\text{Error}_k = \left| \frac{Z_k \cdot \Delta c \cdot \sqrt{X_k^2 + Y_k^2 + Z_k^2}}{f \cdot b + \Delta c \cdot Z_k^2} \right|. \quad (9)$$

We were able to also use this approximation in a general camera configuration with small relative angles because the differences between estimated errors, for a canonical configuration compared to our general configuration, were up to 150 mm (Fig. 9) in the case of points situated at 10-m height, 100 m ahead, and 8-m lateral offset (the extreme limit of our SOI). These are maximum errors, and only a very small percentage of the points will encounter such coordinates/errors.

The weighted least squares process is repeated several times; each time, the points are filtered out if their fitting error is greater than a fixed percentage of the average fitting error. We imposed several conditions for stopping the iterations.

- The number of remaining points becomes lower than a certain percentage of their initial number.
- The average fitting error drops under a certain value (based on experimental results).
- The average fitting error does not converge.

After the orientation of an edge is obtained using (7), it is compared with the average direction of the $OZ_W$ axis over a fixed number of previous frames. A filtering threshold is defined in terms of a fixed distance and a fixed maximum error that is allowed at that distance, i.e.,

$$\text{Threshold} = \tan^{-1} \frac{\text{max Allowed Error}}{\text{Fixed Dist}}. \quad (10)$$

This approach is based on the fact that lane markings’ edges are parallel with the $OZ_W$ axis, and their orientation remains constant from frame to frame, assuming that the car does not change its heading direction.
Once the aforementioned filtering techniques are applied, the remaining lane-marking points are known to be points from the road plane and respect the following constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \cdot X_1 + B \cdot Y_1 + C \cdot Z_1 &= H \\
\vdots \\
A \cdot X_n + B \cdot Y_n + C \cdot Z_n &= H \\
A^2 + B^2 + C^2 &= 1
\end{align*}
\]

where \( H \) is the height of the plane, and \( \mathbf{n} = [A \ B \ C]^T \) is the normal to the plane. The above system of equations can be solved using a weighted least squares process, in which the weights are calculated according to (8). The result is a plane fitting of the lane-marking points, thus obtaining the normal vector \( \mathbf{n} = OY_W \) and the height \( H = T_{CY} \). This process is performed several times until one of the above stopping conditions becomes true.

Once \( OY_W \) and \( OZ_W \) axes are estimated, we calculate \( OX_W \) using (5). Therefore, we obtain the rotation matrix \( R_{W}^{C} \) according to (4). Finally, we apply a cleaning process on rotation matrix elements based on singular value decomposition to eliminate possible axis distortions that might appear due to precision errors in computations or imperfect 3-D reconstruction of points in the CRF. This final stage insures an orthogonal property for the rotation matrix [25] with a considerable improvement on further 3-D reconstruction.

As the online calibration is performed on several consecutive frames, the results are averaged over frames to avoid unstable results due to small car oscillations or small changes in heading direction.
VII. EXPERIMENTS

We performed several experiments in different environmental and illumination conditions while driving the car on an approximately flat road with clear lane markings (Fig. 10). The intrinsic parameters of the cameras and relative extrinsic parameters were considered known, as they were obtained using an offline calibration process. Table III contains several initialization parameters that we used while performing the online calibration of the absolute extrinsic parameters.

The tests were performed on 50 consecutive frames. The estimated rotation matrix and height were compared with those obtained using a high-precision offline calibration process that is suitable for far-range detection. Results concerning height and derived rotation angles (pitch, yaw, and roll) corresponding to the computed rotation matrix are presented in Fig. 11.

As it may be noticed, all four parameters are close to the offline estimated values, with offsets induced by different vehicle load, as compared to the offline setup, proving method stability and accuracy. The differences encountered in the case of the average values were no more than 10 min of arc for orientation and a few millimeters for height. As a consequence, we were able to perform an accurate 3-D reconstruction (with errors below 3% of the detection range) up to 100 m ahead based on the estimated values. Tests performed on other sequences revealed the same small error range. The yaw angle estimation is highly dependent on a driver’s ability to drive the car parallel with the lane markings. The obtained precision allows us to use this method for far-range detection applications.

Regarding the accuracy of the lane-marking detection phase, the results were quite satisfactory, even for bad weather and illumination conditions. Each lane-marking segment is delivered as an array of reconstructed points (Fig. 12). The accuracy of the results is very much improved, due to further 3-D filtering in the parameters’ estimation phase.

On the other hand, the set of thresholds used for filtering constraints can be set to less-permissive values. As a consequence, the number of total points actually involved in the parameter estimation might decrease to a considerable value (Fig. 13), which can have a negative effect on the final results (we need as many points as possible that are spread in our reconstruction range to obtain a trustful set of extrinsic parameters). Therefore, we deal with a tradeoff in what concerns the establishment of an optimal set of threshold values.

Regarding the implementation of the extrinsic parameters’ estimation phase, its complexity respects the following formula:

\[
\text{No computations} = 2 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i \cdot P_i + 2 \cdot I \cdot P \quad (12)
\]

where \( n \) is the number of lane-classified marking edges, \( I_i \) is the number of weighted least squares iterations performed when estimating edge \( i \)'s direction, \( P_i \) is the number of points from edge \( i \), \( I \) is the number of weighted least squares iterations performed for road plane fitting, and \( P \) is the number of points involved in road plane fitting.

The average processing time needed for extracting the lane markings’ edges was about 3.9 ms (644 \( \times \) 512 image), and the extrinsic parameters’ estimation was about 0.2 ms, resulting in a total time of 4.1 ms. Tests were deployed on a 2.6-GHz Intel Pentium IV Processor.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a fast high-precision online calibration method for the absolute extrinsic parameters characterizing a stereovision system, which is suited for far-range detection vehicle applications. The intrinsic and relative extrinsic parameters of the cameras are considered to be known, as they can be estimated using a high-precision offline calibration procedure.

The process requires no any calibration objects with a known structure, nor calibration patterns, but only a suitable environment consisting of a flat and straight road with clearly painted...
lane markings. Such an environment may be found on highways or marked roads; therefore, it does not require the construction of special calibration fields. The results were very close to those obtained using a high-precision offline calibration method that is suitable for far-range detection, with offsets determined by static load factors for the used car setup.
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